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Puppet -- (pup1 it) An artificial figure representing a
human being or an animal, manipulated by rods, the
hand, wires, etc., as on a miniature stage.
A person whose actions are prompted and controlled
by another or others.
"A LI service ranks the same with God: with
God, whose puppets, best and worst, are we:





"The art of the puppet finds in its body the capacity to nourish
many arts and types of peopLe. The artist . . . designing puppets and
settings, Leaving him free to cavort with fancy. The playwright may chase
aLong the Parnassus trail. The composer can work out strange and weird
rhapsodies as accompaniments. The actor . . . his voices and his gestures.
The craftsman ... aLL his taLents are brought to Light in construction. The
director, unifying the production into a harmonious whole. Then there is
that group of mavericks that do a LittLe of everything; here they wiLL shine,
for that is just what puppetry is.
"
A puppet is an inanimate figure that is made to move by human
effort before an audience. It is the sum of these quaLities that uniquely
defines the puppet. Nothing eLse quite satisfies the definition. A puppet
is not the bowing saint in the cathedraL clock or the mechanized display
figure in the store window. These are machines. It is definitely not a
doLl. When somebody pLays with a doLL, it invoLves an intimate action
which never extends past the two of them. The player supplies the Life for
both of them. In no sense is that show business.
The urge to make puppets is nothing new. PeopLe have been
creating them for thousands of years. And why? What is the fascination
of puppetry? Why have artists Like George Bernard Shaw, Paul KLee,
1R. B. Inverarity, F.R.S.A., A Manual of Puppetry, University of
Washington Book Store, Seattle, Washington, p. 3
Josef Haydn, Wassily Kandinsky, Gian-CarLo Menotti, and George Sand,
to name onLy a few, expressed themselves through puppetry? It is a part
of man's ancient urge to recreate Life that results in this many- Layered
art. More diverse than painting, sculpture, dance, song, or story,
puppetry has something of all of them. It is also a means of communi
cation, an extension of human expression.
How does a puppet come into being? It happens when someone sees
*
an image of himself, or some aspect of the worLd, in the crooked gLass of
his imagination and gives it form, movement and sound. Someone has the
urge to bring his drawing to Life and make it move and talk. Or maybe he
thinks of a sound first and gives it shape and movement. Or it may be an
intangibLe, like the force of the wind, that inspires him and he gives it a
shape and character. The primitive urge stiLL applies.
So when a person finds in the world around him a man, an animai,
a shape or a situation, and something strikes him as funny or frightening
or sad or awkward about it, he picks out the essence and builds it into a
puppet. Certain features inevitably wiLL be emphasized, others diminished
or omitted. Always the figure will be a simplification.
Whatever the end resuLt, puppets are not Little men, women, or
animaLs. A puppet must always be more than his Live counterpart --
simpler, sadder, more wicked, more suppLe. The puppet is an essence
and an emphasis. For only in this way does a puppet begin to refLect the
truth. When puppeteers try to copy the human animaL, they fail. Live
actors do it much better. The mechanical copy of life may be amazing,
curious or even frightening, but it doesn't Live, whereas the suggestion
contained in a puppet may be fuLL of Life.
But whether a puppet has the aspect of a human being, a grass
hopper, or an armchair, it has been created to perform, to entertain, to
make a statement. By a motion that is Like something we know, yet
stronger; by a shape that suggests the Living, yet is simpLer or more
emphatic; by a sound that is understood, yet in some way is exaggerated,
the puppet affects the audience as does no other means of communication.
When the puppet performs before an audience, he begins to create
a kind of Life. Only in the imagination of an audience does a puppet begin
to exist.
The idea of creation unifies itseLf with the subject and its form.
Furthermore, the finished product refLects back to its originator, for the
puppet takes possession of its Leader. Product and producer cannot be
separated. The puppet is not a mere embodiment of the human wiLL and
imagination, it becomes instead animated and commences a Life of its
own. As man transfers himseLf into his puppet and makes it obey his
orders -- so it happens that man submits to the puppet's own being. The
puppet obeys his imagination and submits to him, and at the same time,
by its obedience, he submits to the puppet.
In art this is an unexampled phenomenon. Here it is so, as if the
actor, the instruments, the notes, and even the music unite into one entirety.
Not even one of these elements may ever be separated from the total
compLex. It is an ideaL harmony, music transformed into visible, ani
mated form.
It has often been said that the art of puppetry constitutes an inter
national language. Ages ago man Learned to differentiate between other
creatures' bodily attitudes and faciaL expressions in order to survive.
Opening the eyes in surprise widened man's vision of an approaching
danger. A snarling Lip reveaLed a threatening tooth. Beetling the brows
thickened the protection over the eyes. The expressions of the body or
face, according to Charles Darwin, are as old as the race.
Man has been working with forms and motions and rudimentary
grunts and sounds for so Long that there are gambits that everybody un
derstands. Gesture, music and even accented gibberish are, therefore,
part of the puppets' international Language.
Puppetry thrives on diversity. UnLike human actors, the range in
relative sizes of puppets is enormous. Size is no criterion. Puppets
can be big, small, rough, smooth, simpLe, or extreme. That is part of
their fascination.
Puppets take the audience into a new world of the imagination and
whatever the puppet master cares to put upon the stage wiLL be accepted by
the audience. ALL that anyone has ever dreamed about can come true on the
puppet stage; human beings can fly, turnips can waLk, animals can talk; the
cold world of everyday reaLity is Left at the door and the spectator enters
a realm of fantasy.
But the puppet's role is not Limited to the fantastic. Satire and broad
comedy achieve a sharper impact when pLayed by puppets than by Live actors.
Since the puppet is only the symboL of human character, the audience can
Laugh or sneer at it with compLete freedom. The audience does not identify
itseLf with the puppet in the same way that it does with an actor. To show
an execution on the stage would be unthinkabLe, yet one can watch one on
the puppet stage in a Punch and Judy show and Laugh at the situation.
The puppet drama depends on the reLease of imaginative fLights
from the mind of the puppet master. The greater the universality of the
puppet master's mind and the wider the breadth of his imagination, the
more peopLe he will appeaL to and the more successful wiLL he be.
BACKGROUND ON PUPPETRY
The origin of the puppet dates back to Long before recorded
history. Its roots are found perhaps first in the mask, repLicas of
a human or animal figure.
It can be assumed that the mask originally was used as a
disguise of sorts. The hunter may have concealed himseLf with an
animal skin or a pair of antLers while on the hunt. When this method
proved successful and resulted in a plentiful food suppLy, the masquerade
took on an aura of magic. The mask itseLf took on a quaLity of divinity.
Masked dances became a part of many rituals. For example, it was
believed that masked dancers enacting a successful hunt wouLd, by
magic, insure the success of the reaL hunt.
Masks are really just an evolutionary step or two away from
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the puppet. When the masked dancer became a performer before an
audience rather than merely a participant in a group ritual, it was
the beginning of theatricaL performance and a stepping stone for the
mask to become a puppet. The evolution of the puppet took many
centuries -- first moving from a mask heLd in front of the face
upward, off the head, and held in the hands. Much Later it moved
Peter D. Arnott, PLays Without PeopLe (BLoomington, Indiana;
Indiana University Press, 1964), p. 31.
"
Felix Payment, ed., A Book of Puppetry (Columbus. Ohio;
Design Publishing Company, 1936), p. 5.
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away even further and was made to Live by the manipulation of
strings.
Among the totemistic societies of the Northwest Coast Indians
of North America there has been widespread use of the articulated
mask in dramatic reLigious ceremonies and clear evidence of an
3
eventual transformation into puppetry. These societies associated
themselves with the spirit of specific animaLs or plants. They de-
rived strength and comfort from their identification with such spirits.
(Just as contemporary societies raLly to the American eagLe, the
British Lion or the French fleur-de-Lis). ArticuLated masks, seen
in the same fire Lit performances as the puppets, for the same purpose
of showing the bonds between the human and spirit worlds, were also
controlled by strings.
The first reference to a puppet theater as such was made by
Xenophon in his account of a party given by the Athenian, KalLias, in
approximately 422 B. C. Host Kallias had hired a traveling Greek
showman from Syracuse to entertain the guests with his puppet show.
It is reported that of aLl the guests, one in particular was not at all
4
interested in puppetry -- Socrates.
3 R. B.Inverarity, F. R. S. A., A ManuaL of Puppetry
SeatlLe, Washington; University of Washington Book Store, 1936),
p. 102.
4 HeLen Haiman Joseph, A Book of Marionettes (New York;
The Viking Press, 1929), p. 20.
"
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It is certain that puppetry had achieved a definite popularity
in classical times. Evidence of this is found in the widespread use
of puppet simiLes in literature. In explaining how simply the Lord
controls the universe, Aristotle stated: "ALL that is necessary is
an act of his wiLL -- the same as that which controls the marionettes
by pulling a string in order to move the heads or the hands of these
Little beings, then their shoulders, their eyes and sometimes aLL
5
the parts of their bodies, which respond with grace. "
In the third century A. D. a puppeteer is finally encountered
by name. RegretabLy, it is not mentioned in a very fLattering report.
Athenaeus remarked with disgust that the Athenians have permitted
Potheinos, the "stringpuLLer"to pLay the theater of Dionysus, where
once the noble tragedies of Euripides were performed.
One of the characteristics of the puppet theater has always
been the Liberal trade of ideas with its Live counterpart. The puppet
theater has been able to utilize pLots and stories from the Live theater
and to parody the most serious efforts. The Live theater, on the other
hand, has borrowed the fantastic and outrageous aspects of the
puppet theater .
In 1443 in the Church of St. James at Dieppe, on the channeL
George Speaight, The History of the English Puppet Theatre
(New York; John deGraff), p. 25,
6 Joseph, p. 21.
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coast of France, a mass known as the "Mysteries of Mid-August"
which celebrated the Virgin's Assumption into heaven took pLace.7
A stage extending to the ceiling was erected across the choir of the
church. The entire performance of this reLigious masterpeice of
showmanship was accomplished by priests and Laymen operating the
cast of marionettes.
The mass of the "Mysteries" was only one of many forms of
reLigious theaters of the MiddLe Ages. It was particularly notable
because its fame drew pilgrims to Dieppe from many Lands. The
mass Lasted an hour and a half and history states that the figures
were wonderous beyond imagination. PeopLe are said to have cried
out with joy to show their admiration.
Another form of reLigious theater sprang up as a result of the
German Passion PLay. Travelers were desirous of bringing this
marveLous pLay back to their own countries. In time, small puppet
companies developed which pLayed the Passion PLay in churches. This
was particularly prevalent in France.
It was also as a result of this type of puppet theater that the
word
"marionette"
originated. The layman, seeing the Leading
character in the reLigious pLay, Mary, called her Little Mary.
o
After all, she was a puppet and smaLL; hence the name "marionette".
7 Ibid., p. 82.
Inverarity, p. 1.
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It shouLd be noted that the presence of puppets at the church
altars and their appearance in the ceremonies of the medieval
church occurred sLowLy, over a span of centuries, and was not
without opposition.





and their operators "motion men. "
MostLy there were the banished moralities, stilL emphasizing the
slapstick which brought about their expuLsion during the reign of
9
Henry VIII. It is assumed that the performers in these pLays were
hand puppets, since the actions described -- fighting, throwing things,
hitting the man outside over the head -- are Logical hand-puppet
activities.
In Italy puppetry had thrived during the Middle Ages. It was
developing at approximately the same pace as the commedia deLL' arte.
Italy had its share of religious mystery plays, but in addition there was
evoLving a comic tradition of farce, burLesque, improvisation and, most
important, of character. In time, a vast collection of clowns had
deveLoped, each easily recognizable by a rather grotesque costume.
There incLuded Scaramouche, PantaLone, PuLcineLLa, Arlecchino --
each having acquired a certain duster of exaggerated characteristics
that governed his actions completely. Yet within these Limits there
Joseph, p. 145.
10 Ibid., pp. 57-58.
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was great fLexibiLity and diversity. The commedia dell' arte was a
perfect theatricaL style. It could be drawn upon by both the live
theater and the puppet theater to great advantage.
In Germany at about this period, the groundwork was being
laid for one of the greatest puppet plays ever to come into being.
This was the story of Johann Faust, the Learned doctor who bartered
his soul to the Devil for wealth and power. The first record of a
Dr. Faust is said to be in oLd baLLads relating the tragedy about the
time of Gutenberg's invention of movable type in 1436. One of
Gutenberg's partners in Mainz was a Johann Fust. It is feLt that this
perhaps gave rise to the version of the play accrediting Faust with
11
the invention of printing.
In 1587, over a century Later, the first printed version of the
pLay is found in the Folksbook published at Frankfurt am Main. It
was this book which, when read by Christopher Mar Lowe in EngLand,
inspired him to write The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus.
Since the fifteenth century, when companies traveled through
out Europe, EngLand had been responsible for bringing the majority
of drama to Germany. By ELizabethan times these touring companies
were aLL over the continent, carrying marionettes with them to play
12
devils, monsters, and fLying animals.
Joseph, p. 117.
12 Arnott, pp. 119-120.
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Puppets survived the Reformation in Germany, and by the
eighteenth century Faust was as basic and essential to German
puppetry as Punch or PolichineLle or Orlando or Karaghioz were
to their own countries.
The most well-known version of Faust belongs to Goethe of
Germany. The beginnings of his success are found in his boyhood
when he saw marionettes perform Dr. Faustus in Frankfurt. He
probably also saw it performed at the fairs in Leipzig. By 1770,
when the poet was twenty-one, he had determined to raise this Legend
13
to majestic heights. It took many years to develop his plan, for the
first part of Faust did not appear untiL 1808, and the second part in
1832, the year of Goethe's death.
When this masterpiece of Germany's most distinguished poet
appeared, there was a great response from all the arts. It was
produced in every possible form -- opera, balLet, pantomime and
shadow pLays. The puppets, who had been responsible for this creation
in its very beginning, prospered aLso. Prior to this time puppets
couLd be seen mainLy in Germany in the homes (or castles) of the very
rich or in areas occupied by the very poor. Now the entire attitude
and status of this art was eLevated. Puppetry was swept off the streets
and into the theater.
The worLd's most well known and perhaps most popular puppet
13 Joseph, p. 122.
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play is that of Punch and Judy. The most specific date for the origin
of this play is 1828, when an otherwise unremembered EngLish pub
lisher, Mr. Septimus Prowett, decided to preserve for posterity the
fascinating and appealing performance of the Punch play by a London
street performer. The puppeteer was an elder ly ItaLian, Piccini, and
was considred the best then playing in London. Prowett engaged
George Cruikshank, an excelLent and noted iLlustrator, to sketch the
scenes of Punch's adventures. John Payne CoLlier, a student of
14
drama, was to set down the text.
The Piccini play was and is onLy one of many pubLished
versions of this pLay. Since his time, the framework of the English
Punch and Judy play has remained basicalLy the same, being modified
only to suit individual puppeteer's preferences and to meet the demands
of particular audiences. Prior to Piccini 's play, however, Punch had
been evolving over a period of many centuries.
Japan's puppetry is thought to have come from Korea, since
her first puppeteers were considered to be outcastes, but it was not
until the odd and peaceful period of isolation during the so-caLLed
Tokugawa shogunate in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that
her unique and best-known styLe of puppetry -- Bunraku -- was evoLved.
During the Latter part of the nineteenth century the principaL
14 Joseph, p. 149.
15 Speaight, p. 17.
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effort was toward the fantastic and stupendous. Most puppetry in
Europe empLoyed new methods aimed at amazing the audience.
Efforts toward Literary perfection were secondary. The trick effect
was primary. One woman puppeteer is said to have conceaLed dose
to two hundred tiny puppets in her skirt pockets, to the amazement
of chiLdren and aduLts alike. Heroic battLes were performed on
the puppet stage, navies were destroyed and sunk, and fire works
expLoded.
EngLand was a Leader in puppetry in Europe. Many troupes
began touring Europe and even the rest of the worLd. They became
so well known that even some French troupes are known to have
traveLLed under EngLish names. Many of these touring companies
began as vaudeviLle teams. Puppetry was originalLy a side- Line,
coupLed with acrobatics, juggLing, and clowns. With the growing
pupularity of puppets, they soon became the feature attraction, and
it was not Long before they were the only attraction. CLunn-Lewis
and Barnard were two of the famous British companies whose re
pertoire incLuded pLays, but whose stock in trade was the trick
1 fi
marionette and the vaudeville turn.
The twentieth century brought many innovations in puppetry.
The earLy part of the century brought about an experimental attitude,
16 Speaight, p. 261.
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the effects of which were not reaLized until much Later. A new path
was being established for the art of puppetry. The "struggling
moderns"began to think for themselves and establish new trends
rather than foLLow existing ones. Some designers went back to
sources of ancient wisdom which existed at the birth of puppetry.
Others challenged the traditional attitudes of art and design. New
ideas were expressed in new materiaLs and new forms -- abstrac-
tions, symboLs. Students and masters in alL the arts began experi
menting and inventing. The finest artists were caLLed upon to create
pLays, sets, music and puppets for Large audiences.
Concurrently with the inventiveness in puppetry, the Live
theater was undergoing profound changes in staging and lighting.
There was a search for new sources of inspiration. Picasso went
back to primitive Africa for motivation in his work. Alexander
Archipenko helped introduce a new trend by depicting the human
body in terms of architecture.
There was an exchange of ideas between all the arts which
resulted in a simultaneous surge -- development and improvement.
The Bauhaus, famous German school of design at Weimar,
was the most prominent focal point of the
"modern"
apprach to the
arts. The underlying conviction in its formation was that "function
was to be the criterion of design, that art and architecture could be
fused, that in the machine age craftsmen must run the machines, and
19




Not onLy -was the abandonment of classical styles a radicaL
change, but so was this new theory that students were as imagina
tive as instructors. Students shouLd contemplate and conceive their
own solutions rather than imitate someone else. Prior to this time
students were felt to attend institutions of Learning in order to
Learn and absorb the knowledge and experience of the teacher. The new
ideas obviously met with considerable opposition. Due to this oppo
sition the new creativeness was suppressed for some time, but
eventuaLLy the consequences were felt in alL fields of art -- including
puppetry.
The Bauhaus was founded in 1919 by Walter Gropius, an
architect. His faculty included PauL Klee, from Switzerland, and
Wassily Kandinsky from Russia, who had been students in Munich.
Xanti Schawinsky of Switzerland and Oscar Schlemmer worked in
the drama department.
Such anomalous innovations as music composed for tin pans
and dynamite caps, costumes which made dancers appear as puppets
with huge shapes built over them and the dancer merely supplying the
movements, and experimentation on how various materials and colors
17 Bil Baird, The Art of the Puppet (New York; The MacmiLLan
Company, 1965), p. 187.
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reacted in motion to music.
There were others, also, who were attracted to the "modern
approach.
"
GriebeL and Kunze experimented in Switzerland with the
extemporization of an entire play. In this way, they were abLe to
eLicit the creativeness of the puppeteer, resulting in a more success
ful performance. Inner thoughts and feelings were brought out into
the open, adding reality to the pLay.
When Hitler came to power, the inquiring art such as that of
the Bauhaus was suppressed.
The Black Theater of Prague was founded by a puppeteer. WhiLe
not purporting to be such, it represents an outstanding form of puppetry.
There is a unique combination of Live actors with animated objects.
"A sewing machine's head is raised to greet a human tailor, a
camera's bellows arches forward on its own to look down a young
Lady's cLeavage and out of its Lens comes a live hand to chuck her
under the chin, a flock of birds forms itseLf into antlers upon the head
18
of a cuckoLded man -- all these are puppets.
"
Since the ideas of the Bauhaus first became popular, many of
the more recent puppeteers went out on their own using their
individual creativity rather than sticking dose to traditionaL trends.
Unusual materials and shapes were used to create weird, exciting or
funny puppets. Special sound effects have been empLoyed to add meaning
18 Ibid., p. 191.
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to a play. Many plays were written to satarize contemporary life.
It was generalLy the noncomformist's improvizations which were most
captivating to an audience.
Throughout history, the popularity of puppetry has risen and
fallen. In some countries, however, their future existence is
guaranteed. Numerous wars and radicaL changes in governments
have not defeated puppetry in the European countries. There has
always been some sort of centra Lly supported theater. Multitudinous
private companies are in existence, large and smaLl. The communist
countries have approximately 2 00 government supported puppet
companies .
Eastern Europe recently began to recognize the power of the
puppet in affecting the attitudes and opinions of the audience. It is
therefore not surprising to find puppetry included in the educational
19
system of many Communist countries. The repertoire, or curricu
lum, of each company is established and regulated by the central theater.
They are usualLy aLl very simiLar with the underlying purpose being
the dissemination of information to the students. Since these companies
are government operated, a politician is at the head of the central
theater. Teaching members of alL the arts be Long to the same empLoyee
classification as Librarians and other instructional personnel.
19 Baird, p. 198.
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Puppetry has developed differently in America than anywhere
eLse in the world. The principal reason for this is because America
is a fairly young country with no Long- established singLe cuLture.
PeopLe from all over the world have come to America, bringing with
them the history of puppetry from their many Lands. America was
the melting pot not onLy of peopLe from many countries, but aLso
their ideas.
The first records of puppetry in America are found in the
20
rituals and masks of the Northwest Coast Indians. Much Later,
Hernando Cortez is said to have brought a puppeteer to Mexico during
his conquests of the sixteenth century. The puppeteer was one of the
entertainers, including acrobats and musicians. Much later stiLl,
touring companies from Europe came to America spreading the popu
larity of the puppet to this new Land.
As in other countries throughout the world, the importance of
puppetry has expanded greatly in America. It is no Longer simply of
entertainment value. Puppets are used in education, advertising and
therapeudic work.
Since medieval times, puppets have been utilized in Europe for
entertainment and education. They appeared first at fair grounds and
market places. Just as travelling performers eventually set up their
20 Joseph, p. 164.
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own theaters, so puppeteers eventuaLLy established permanent homes
for the puppets. They belonged not only to the common folk, but also to
the well-educated and sociaLLy prominent.
In the eighteenth century, many private theaters of nob Lemen
had puppet entertainment. Many weLl known artists contributed to
puppetry. The composer, Haydn, wrote operas for them; the play
wright, Sam Foote, wrote plays especially for them. These inanimate
creatures became the mouthpieces of satire. Although usualLy playful,
they sometimes were vicious or offensive.
Today puppetry belongs to everyone. Its uses are unlimited; its
appeal universal.
24
The Puppet's RoLe in Education:
Puppetry has been included in the curriculum of many schooLs
and, as a resuLt, a critical pubLic is growing. Summer schooLs and
conferences for adults are heLd by puppet organizations, though they
appear to concentrate more on the making of puppets as a hobby than
on producing pLays of a professional standard.
Puppetry may be used for educational purposes. At the nursery
stage chiLdren make elementary puppets and play with them as toys.
This gives them practice in making the faces and costumes and in
handling them. A theatre or any attempt at a set script would be use-
Less, but when children are taken to puppet shows they see what can be
done with the things they make.
In some primary schooLs more advanced gLove puppets, simpLe
marionettes and small theatres are made. PLays are at first entireLy
spontaneous; a situation is given to the cLass who build up their own
diaLogue around it -- for example, a visit to a shop. EventuaLLy,
the chiLdren demand to put on a "proper pLay"and the teacher then
begins to organize their efforts. And even though the outLine of the
play and dialogue is written down, no attempt is made to stick
sLavishLy to the manuscript and extemporization is encouraged.
25
In the secondary school, puppetry is not normally treated as a
subject within the curricuLum, but as a hobby it soon becomes popuLar.
A fuLl-size stage is often built and more ambitious productions are
staged. At this LeveL the degree of skiLl is often high and the productions
are compLex.
It is often the interests in crafts that first attracts peopLe to
puppetry as puppeteers. The many skilLs required in making the puppets,
the theatre, the Lighting and then in operating, give that satisfaction which
aLways comes from personal creation. It can give entertainment and
occupation within the home or dub with litt Le expense and very LittLe
room. These are attractions of puppetry in an age when much is done for
peopLe and the great need is for what Huxley has called the "demechaniza-
tion of Leisure".
The most obvious educationaL use of puppetry in schooLs or adult
cLasses is as an introduction to drama in aLl its forms -- acting, play-
writing, production and speech training -- but other subjects such as
history, reLigious instruction and science can be enLivened by it.
The craft cLass concerns itseLf with the making of puppet heads and
properties, while carpentry Lessons are devoted to the manufacture of
stages, carved heads and bodies of marionettes and sound effects. The
design of the heads, figures, costumes, decorations, settings and the
painting of the scenery and figures are covered in the art class. The
eLectricaL arrangements, colour and chemicaL effects involve the use of
26
scientific knowledge. Needlework classes make animal puppets and the
costumes, curtains and draperies. The English cLass covers drama,
playwriting, production and voice controL. Music suitable for the pLay is
chosen by the musical appreciation cLass and is provided by school
orchestra.
Various kinds of plays wilL cover other subjects. Historical plays
will need research into suitable events that may be staged, into the
costumes of the period and the Living habits and modes of speech of the
time. PLays with a foreign setting will require a knowledge of geography
and foreign Languages. The puppet theatre is ideaLLy suited to the teaching
of reLigious instruction. Biblical characters and events come to Life on the
puppet stage and the parables acquire a deeper and more vivid meaning.
Simple diaLogues in French or German, or any other Language that
is taught at the school, lead up to fuLL- Length plays, and the interest
these wiLL arouse resuLts in a more thorough appreciation of the language.
Various minor psychological afflictions such as speech defects and
shyness have been overcome by acting through puppets. The child who
is normally terrified of speaking in front of other people wilL happily speak
through the mouth of a puppet. Since the spectators, whether of a group-
therapy class or an audience, will only be concerned with the puppet, the
hidden operator can banish the fears that are the root of his trouble.
The various skilLs that go to the making of puppets and the actuaL
manipulation of them are valuabLe in the therapy of broken Limbs. The
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importance of maintaining interest while incapacitated for Long periods of
time is ideally met by puppets which can be operated from a wheeL chair
or in a hospital bed.
Puppets in Television and Advertising:
Puppets are used in the cinema and on television with success.
Whilst "stopmotion"-- when each shot is made as a separate stiLL, as
in a cartoon --is genera Lly used in the cinema, continuous action is much
cheaper and gives a Less artificial effect. In television, stop motion is
not possible and the puppet plays direct as if before a normal audience.
Unlike the setting in a theatre, the puppet pLay before cameras requires
no proscenium and a LI that is needed are smaLL portions of scenery. This
means that much more extended sets can be used. Greater accuracy and
care must be taken with the making of the faces as the slightest blemish
wiLL be shown up by the camera. It is not necessary, however, as some
producers appear to think, for the puppet to be provided with a moving
mouth, moving eyes and various other devices to obtain human verisi
militude. These alL tend to detract from the true nature of the puppet,
especially the movable mouth, which has a positively grotesque effect
for the mechanism becomes obvious under the bright lights. The well-
made puppet with strong character in its face wiLl alter its expression
1
as the Lighting alters and this is quite sufficient.
1 John HaLas and Roger ManneLL, The Techniques of Film Animation,
Focal Press, New York, 1966, pp. 263-277.
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The puppet is an ideal advertising medium. Its direct approach,
its speed of action, its originality and the fact that there is no consumer
resistance aroused by an unsympathetic personality make it ideaL for
television advertising, for travelling shows, exhibitions or shop-window
displays. The puppeteer must decide for himseLf whether by engaging in
such work he is being true to the artistic ideaLs of his profession.
One of the chief advantages of the puppet play is that it is cheap to
produce. The scenery is compact and portable, the figures are smaLl,
and three or four operators can manipulate a cast of twenty or thirty or
more, if necessary. The speed of the action of the puppet pLay appeaLs to
modern audiences and it is ideal where time is short and a quarter-or half-hour
break has to be filLed.
Because of its universal appeal, the puppet is an effective medium
for propaganda of alL types. For example, it may be used to teach children
the ruLes of the highway code. Or it may be used for the education of backward
peoples. Information can be conveyed in a form far more vivid than written
directives from government departments or lectures by experts, however
persuasive they may be.
Puppet plays have to be clear in character and in pLot. They must
make a definite and direct appeal to the audience. If these conditions are
observed in the puppets themselves, in the action they perform and in the
words that are spoken, performances by them wiLL elicit a spontaneous
response by the audience.
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Evanescence, anxiety and the theatre:
!'. . My mother could not tear me away from the Punch and
Judy show at the Luxembourg Gardens. I stayed there, I
could stay there, enrapt, for whole days. The spectacLe of
the Punch and Judy show held me there, as if stupefied,
through the sight of these puppets that talked, moved,
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clubbed each other. It was the spectacle of the world itself,
which, unusual, improbable, but truer than truth, presented
itseLf to me in an infinitely simplified and caricatured form,
as if to under Line its grotesque and brutaL truth.
Eugene Ionesco
The Theatre of the Absurd
By Martin Esslin
Doubleday & Co., Inc.
Garden City, N. Y. 1961
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STATEMENT OF THE THESIS PROPOSAL
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For the past five years, I have worked as the Arts & Crafts
Director for the City of Rochester Bureau of Recreation. This work
primarUy invoLved organizing summer arts and crafts programs for five
specialists servicing seventy-two play areas, coordinating the conduc
tion of fifty Land and water floats for the Genesee Aqua Festival, and
designing stage sets for the youth week show. In addition, during the
school year, I have worked on a part-time basis setting up displays,
designing hoLiday arts and crafts brochures and teaching an in-service
arts and crafts training program for pLayground Leaders.
About three years ago the Rochester Jay-Cees donated a
pLaymobile to the Rochester Recreation Bureau. This vehicLe brings
pLayground facilities to deprived areas.
Hand puppet shows are among the many activities sponsored
by the playmobiLe. Unfortunate Ly, good sized, appealing puppets were
either too expensive or unavailable in more than one character or styLe.
A Large famiLy of good puppets could be made by rotating groups of
Leaders from the Recreation Bureau or children under competent guid
ance, but a great deal of research and preparation of a format is necessary
before any classroom instruction can begin.
Therefore, the thesis period couLd be used most effectively in
procuring this necessary experience and research to aid in expediting
a good puppet program for the playground chiLdren of Rochester. This
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project couLd also stimulate chiLdren to want to create their own quality
puppets, since puppets are already a favorite of chiLdren.
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the history, materials
and construction of hand puppets and to design and execute four hand
puppets of various materials to use as prototypes for further development
of a Larger famiLy.
The scope of this thesis invoLves a comprehensive research of
the history and construction of hand puppets, including investigation of
books, plays, museums and available modeLs on the market, resulting in
the completion of a famiLy of four Large hand puppets with universal appeal
to all chiLdren.
After investigating all practical methods, a common theme was
established to unite the finaL finished characters and the complete sequence





MARCH, 1969, THROUGH MAY, 1969
HOURS
A. Research subjects -- psychology, philosophy
history, art, puppetry, theatre, advertising,
T. V. promotions 62:00
B. Investigate various types of puppets on the
market, puppet kits and various materiaLs
available for innovation of puppetry
construction techniques 18:00
C. Collecting necessary materiaLs to construct
puppets 18:00
D. BuiLding puppets 58:00
E. Designing and painting scenery 17:00
F. Shooting slides for teachers manual and
thesis book 9:00
G. Drafting history and research 16:00
H. Constructing and writing teachers manual
on puppetry
I. Revise alL materiaLs for finaL presentation
J. FinaL thesis composition
TotaL Hours 278:00
ALL of the above work was supplemented weekly by








Originally, the artist was to have four finished hand puppets
and possibLy two pLays in which to relate the characters.
After careful consideration and the constructive criticism of
the thesis advisers, the original proposaL seemed rather shallow and
not of the profound quality of a professional designer. With a thorough
distiLLing of the best ideas, a new final product was formed for a
complete Master's thesis.
First a decision had to be made as to what types of hand puppets
were to be constructed and what peoples or animaLs they were to
represent. After careful research among chiLdren from the City of
Rochester Bureau of Recreation pLayground centers, it was established
that animaLs were most universaLly accepted by the various ethnic
groups in each area. Since puppet shows are presented to chiLdren
at pLayground centers, the puppets themselves must be appealing to
the chiLdren in order to hold their attention and interest. RecentLy
when a human puppet appeared ugLy, or especially associated with
a particular race or nationality of peopLe, it was rejected by parts of
the audience. Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Bugs Bunny, Woody
Woodpecker, Yogi Bear and BuLLwinkle the Moose were onLy a few of
the most wideLy enjoyed characters of the chiLdren. Many groups of
chiLdren interviewed were in age brackets of three years to twelve
years,yet even aduLts and chiLdren over twelve years enjoyed the ani-
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maL creations more than a human representation. Some of the terms
used to describe their animaL friends were cute, interesting, friendly,
sweet, cuddLy and cooL.
The following List of various possible puppets was prepared:
Donkey, mouse, lion, hippo, elephant, horse, dog, cow, cat, dragon,
scarecrow, witch, tiger, toucan, owL, frog, parrot. The artist then
selected four puppet ideas from the List. A mouse, frog, toucan and
scarecrow represented a rodent, amphibian, bird and human mammal,
respectively. In real life they could also represent a size relationship
in the minds of the viewer, even though they all were to be constructed
about sixteen inches tall. The various appearances of these puppets
would also aLLow a great range of experimentation of materiaLs to
depict these characters. For instance, the smooth body of the mouse
contrasted with the sLick body of the frog, the courseness of a
straw-
scarecrow and the huge hard-biLLed toucan.
After the decision was made as to the type of hand puppet, a
survey of the possibLe materials was conducted to find the best
material available for each character. Since there are many possi
bilities as to what could be used most accurately on each puppet, a
personal preferential seLection was made by the artist.
Four hand puppets were made from different materiaLs, and
they are as foLlows:
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Mr. Toucan: This bird's head was constructed first of
papier-mache over a balloon form. One round balloon was used for
the head and another baLLoon elongated by wrappings of string was
attached to the round baLLoon with masking tape. A tube three inches
Long and one inch in diameter was aLso taped to the round baLloon to
form a neck for the animator's finger controL and to which the body
was eventuaLLy attached.
SeveraL Layers of papier-mache were appLied and allowed to
dry for the basic form. Then the dry head was pierced to deflate the
two balloons, aLLowing the form to be manipulated to achieve a more
acceptable toucan head. Additional papier-mache was added to fiLl
in rough areas and make distinctive features, such as the curved point
of the beak. Plastic wood could be added to the dry head for changes
in its physiognomy. The toucan head was sanded smooth and a Light
grey paint primer was applied. The grey paint alLowed a good base
for the finished coats of paint and was light enough to draw on the
painting outlines in pencil. The final head extended twelve inches
horizontally and was painted with a brilLiant red, yellow, black,
white and green enamel. These colors were selected from the real,
colorful toucan, but were exaggerated and enameled to be most appeal
ing.
The body and head of the toucan measure twenty inches high so
that the horizontal and verticaL measurements are proportionate. The
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body, or animator's sleeve, and the bird's wings are made of matt
finished black cotton with a white burlap breast. The dull bLack cotton
was used to keep the viewer's attention on the colorful head and was
light-weight enough to be comfortable for the puppeteers use. The
white burlap indicates a hint of a textured
"feathered" breast and yet
does not detract from the whole puppet such as a reaL feathered body
might. The wings are small trianguLar pieces of black doth which
are moved by the puppeteer's fingers and allow the puppet to pick up
objects and "fly".
The body is basicaLLy wedge shaped after being sewn with a
few smaLL darts at the neck to reduce its size for the neck and to aLLow
a more pronounced chest appearance. ALso, cotton was stuffed
around the neck so that the body wouLdn't just Look "stuck on". ALL
hems were done inside out and the head was attached to the body with
Elmers gLue and wire wrapped around the tube neck.
Mr. Mouse: This is a gLove puppet in which the puppeteer's
whole hand fits into the head. Some puppets, as seen in the toucan,
have
"arms"
with which to move objects on stage, but this puppet has
his
"arms"
sewn to the body, so he must use his mouth to grip and
move props. This decision to use the puppets arms or mouth depends
upon the type of puppet. (A dragon or snake has no "arms!') In this
instance, it was the choice of the artist.
A simplified mouse was designed, again with exaggerated
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features (nose, tooth, whiskers, ears) and stilL identified as Lovable
and pleasant. The head size was based on the size of the artist's
hand for accurate movement and expressions of the mouse's face. A
paper head pattern was drawn and traced onto a grey suede material.
The suede was cut into two sides of a head and a one inch strip to
sew between the two sides for the head's dimension. Now, grey
velvet, ve Lour or fLanneL would also serve as exceLlent mouse bodies
and heads, but again, it was the personaL choice of the artist to use
grey suede since its textural quality was more pleasing to the touch
and it was aLso stiff enough to eliminate additional stuffing of the
head to maintain its form. Ears were also Laid out on the grey suede,
and basicaLly trianguLar sections were cut out. Each ear section was
about half the size of the head, since a mouse's ears are dominant
and interesting. The ears were foLded and trimmed to fit the artist's
concept and sewn to each side of the head in the seLected position.
After the ears were attached, the two halves and the one-inch strip
in the middle were sewn together on the outside with bold black
thread. There was no attempt to depict reaLism in construction, so
stitching was used as accent. A nose was cut from heavy, textured,
shiny bLack Leather and glued to cap off the nose portion on the head.




x 1/16") was fitted
into a sLot in the upper jaw of mouse's mouth for a protruding tooth.
This white plastic was aLso used for the 11/2 inch diameter whites
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of the eyes with the pupils painted
(3/4"
diameter) in the center with
black acrylic paint. White boondoggle was cut into six four-inch
lengths and knotted at the ends. They were inserted into slits in each
side of the mouse's muzzLe, with the knot inside hoLding the boon
doggle in pLace to form whiskers. These whiskers and tooth had
the versatility of being moved from the inside to present a greater
animation of the puppet.
The body is a tapered sLeeve of grey satin with arms of the
same materiaL attached and sewn in place. White duck gloves are
used for the permanently fastened "hands.
" The body is ELmer's
glued and sewn to the neck section of the puppet head. The shiny
satin was used because it had a fine matching quaLity in color to the
grey suede and this seen aLlowed a pLeasing compatabLe contrast.
Since a mouse dispLays LiteralLy no neck, a high, white Lace colLar
was made to enhance the transition between the head and body, and a
real ochre printed tie was cut to the mouses size, but it actualLy is
2/3 the Length of the puppet for emphasis. Mr. Mouse also wears a
red siLk vest, which was cut to fit the body and arms, then sewn by
hand to the sLeeve form. When compLeted, the mouse displayed the
appearance of a lovable, siLLy mouse that had a sophistication of
attire. Mr. Mouse measures eighteen inches taLl.
Mr. Frog: He couLd well have been constructed of a shiny
silk, plastic or a gLossy rubber to give the iLLusion of a slippery
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amphibian. However, the artist seLected a one-quarter inch colored
foam rubber because it is light weight, holds its moLded form, is
easy to cut and work with, can be gLued thus eliminating sewing, and
primarily because it was never encountered in the research as being
used for puppet construction.
The frog is basicaLly a big mouth with a pupped head and body




so it is necessary
that the mouth, as in the mouse, assumes the functions of the missing
extremities. The
"mouth"
foundation was cut approximately five
inches square and one inch thick from a grey foam rubber mat. This
piece was split horizontally resulting in two one-half-inch jaws for
a frog head and the snout was radiused to a bLunt form. The ani
mator's hand couLd now grasp the jaws to operate them in opening
and dosing. Two two-inch styrofoam balls were glued to the back of





sheet of Light green one -quarter inch foam rubber
was gLued around the front of the top jaw and then moLded around the
sides and top of the head, cut around the buLbous eyes and aLlowed to





quarter inch medium yeLLow foam rubber was gLued to the bottom jaw
and around the sides, Leaving it hang. Now, the green body and
yeLLow chest were cut and gLued together to form one unit. In this
way the whole puppet was glued together as one piece, and not as a
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head connected to a body. ALL gluing was done with Duco cement, for it
dries fast and is strong, permanent and waterproof. The frog puppet
resembled one Large mitten for the animator's hand, and the springy,
spongy foam rubber mouth could masticate with some reaLity and
humor. He aLso has a red one-quarter inch foam rubber tongue which
lays in the mouth.
The frog is basicaLLy fourteen inches high and nine inches wide
at the mouth with the body tapered to an arm's diameter. This puppet
became an extremely exciting contemporary product which could be
made expediently with reasonable cost.
Mr. Scarecrow: Thus far in the planning, three animaLstic puppets
were conceived and left a void where a human form with an apparent
rationaL mind could be utilized. In order to diminate any specific
identification with race, creed or color, the human form was achieved
by Mr. Scarecrow -- a nebuLous straw simuLated image fiLLing the
clothes of a human being. First, a pattern was designed for the scare
crow to conform with the other puppets in size, since alL the puppets
were eventuaLLy to be used in a specific size stage area and no one
couLd be extreme ly Larger or smaller. The head was cut six inches
in diameter plus the neck from yellow burlap to have the appearance
of straw. It was stiched inside out and stuffed with rags to give it
dimension. No features were added. A three inch by one inch
diameter finger tube was inserted and glued for a neck. To the neck
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a six inch Long white duck sLeeve was glued and wired for the body.
An extension to this was a dark blue sLeeve added at the waist to
form the pants section. Now the scarecrow had a body which
consisted of a shirt and pants. A Large brass Levi dungaree button
was put in pLace on the pants and the waist was girthed with a braided
hemp for a beLt. Since the shirt had no sleeves, hoLes were cut in
the sides for the puppeteer's fingers to protrude to use as the
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puppets hands. To cover the animator's fingers, a black and red striped
rayon taiL coat was designed with sLeeves in a position to coincide with
the sLits in the shirt. The coat was sewn to the shirt and two Large
pearL buttons adorned the front. Mr. Scarecrow has shredded yellow
burlap tinted with a brown magic marker for hair and "hands". He
wears a green feLt hat draped over his eyes and a printed sepia
rayon scarf about his neck. There are patches sewn about most
of his attire.
This twenty-two inch high form, in comparison to the other
three puppets, is rather Limp and raggy to portray the droopy
scarecrow image.
The exploration of puppets covered a vast area of new research.
To mention a few facets, there were hard and soft headed puppets,
tubed necks vs. the whoLe hand to controL the head, the simplicity of
stuffed burlap rag doll type to the more compLex papier-mache head;
size relationships, various glues (Elmers and Duco), paints (acrylics
and enamels), building armatures, textured burlaps to uLtra soft
silks, foam rubbers, to various sewing methods.
Each type of puppet has its purpose and value to the individual
puppeteer. The types seLected here demonstrate some of the ver
satility of materiaLs and methods of construction. For durability,
papier-mache and stuffed cloth can be used, but doth is much faster
for production than the time consuming drying of papier-mache. Each
choice has its advantages and disadvantages of production and presen
tation. A simpLe paper cup for a head and crepe paper sLeeve gLued
to it can be a fine project for a child in a one-hour session on a playground.
It serves a purpose but any quality constructed puppet needs time, if
only for precise sewing and the drying time of the paints.
Since these four puppets were constructed to demonstrate various
approaches to puppetry, it was aLso imperative that theywere built with
some precision to be used as prototypes for student stimulation in
the field of puppetry.
In conforming to good academic procedure, the thesis effort
began to reLate to the artist's academic preparation. Since the puppets
were basicaLly a fine art and since the artist has been trained as a
designer, he decided to produce a graphically designed project. The
puppets were an experimentation of materials and eventuaLLy were
to become a means to an end.
After weeks of research, it was decided to produce a wdl
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designed teachers manual for the novice puppet instructor to teach
the construction of hand puppets. The manual is in two parts. The
first part introduces hand puppetry and some of the various basic
processes that can be used by an instructor. The second part includes
nine colored sLides and thought-provoking questions accompanying each
one for classroom stimulation. The teacher projects the sLides in
sequence and reads the questions. In this way, students see the actuaL
artist's product and should be stimulated to do their own hand puppets
in the dassroom or to just write a story involving the characters in
the slides.
The instructions show how various types of hand puppets can
be made, but they do not include patterns or designs for specific
puppets as made by the artist, since the student shouLd be motivated
to make his own types and characters.
Time periods may be set aside in class for the stimulation
and construction process, but it need not necessarily be done all in
one week or so. The drawing and design of patterns for characters
couLd be one important initiaL phase -- research for different
characters to satisfy each student.
The teachers manual must be accepted only as a basic guide
and not a complete voLume of the art and history of puppetry. It is an
inspiration and good foundation to puppetry.
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The book is called "The Hand Puppets Teaching
Manual"
and
is constructed of two 8
1/2"
by
11" double thick illustration board




squares (enclosed by matt
acetate) to hold the nine sLides in the student stimulation section, and
can be reviewed by hdding it up to the Light. The book is bound by a
standard pLastic ring spine to aLLow the book to be Laid fLat or
folded backward. A colored toucan cut out illustrates the front
cover for a continuation of part of the actuaL puppet experimentation
theme and relates to the sLides in the back cover.
The Lettering on the front cover was a combination of 36 pt. bold





pages are of Champion paper 65-70-75
pound CarnivaL stock. The first section is cream coLored and the
second section is tan. The covers are basicaLly a light grey ground
with a bLack bird and Lettering.
After the completion of the puppets, a simple theme was used
for the scenery. A barnyard was seLected because it was a common
ground for a frog, scarecrow, mouse and toucan. This scenery had
to be painted with bright, gay coLors and iLLuminated for the sLide
stimulation shots.
First, a six foot by twenty foot roLL of white wrapping paper
was taped to a walL and the barnyard scene painted on with poster
paint. The design is simple and indudes a red barn with windows and
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doors and a purpLe roof, a goLd and brown haystack, a bLue sky with
puffy white douds, and green grass. A silo was constructed as an
individual prop and pLaced in the foreground on the fLoor. The basic
prop was painted silver with a round window in it, but was disguised
as a
"siLo"
by stapling red paper over it and bLack paper for the cone
shaped top. The silver underpainting was manifested in the transitions
of the slide sequence. ALso in the foreground and immediately in
front of the siLo, a four foot by six foot fence was cut from the same
size sheet of corregated cardboard and painted brown and white. This
fence served as a stage or a pLace for the puppets to "stand behind. "
ActuaL tooLs were used as props for the puppets to work with.
The puppeteer stood behind the fence and manipulated the
puppets for their different actions involved in the sLide shooting.
Another scene was painted on six four foot by six foot grey sheets of
paper and taped together. The background was brushed in with dark
bLue poster paint to resemble the sky and included a yellow crescent
moon and white stars and comets. The
"siLo"
prop was used again in
its other form and its use can be interpreted by the individual.
Thirty-six color sLides were shot with Kodachrome X film,
twenty coLor slides with DynacoLor and twenty color sLides with
Kodachrome II film. ALso, twenty bLack and white exposures were
made with Kodak PLux X fiLm and fifty-six with Kodak Tri-X. The
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best groups were selected for the thesis record and the teachers
manual.
The sLides in the student stimulation section of the teachers
manual were shot and arranged in a definite sequence. However,
the artist does not wish to attach a specific theme or interpretation
to this sequence, for it may inhibit the imagination of the viewers.
For instance, to the more mature audience, the puppets
may symbolize the struggLe of Life on this earth, and to the chiLd
the puppets may only be an extension of their world of fantasy
which indudes Santa CLaus and the Easter Bunny.
Therefore, the manual, as in many of the primary students
workbooks and guides today, much of the creative conclusions are
Left to the student.
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The thesis that had for its initiaL purpose the construction of four
Large hand puppets was greatly expanded to a more extensive project. It
now includes not only four Large puppets and a compLete diary of all the
research and processes, but in addition invoLves a finished comprehensive
of a teachers manual for puppetry. The manual contains a section on hand
puppet construction and one promoting student invdvement. ALso, a slide
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sequence is used to reLate the artist's finished experimental hand puppets
to the finished teachers manual.
The thesis was challenging for the fact that it offered an in
estimable background in history and methods of puppet construction
for the artist to begin to achieve a proficiency in the fieLd.
The teachers manual not only aLlowed a purpose for the puppet
construction, but actually became a modern education teaching aid
incorporating the use of visual projected images.
The thesis investigation of hand puppets can be termed as success
ful and rewarding in that it combined the graphic art of a weLL designed
book with the fine art of puppet making, thus alLowing the artist a firm












The following text is abbreviated to the very rudiments needed
for puppet construction. Therefore, it is best to become familiar with
the materiaL in the next few pages by several complete readings. This
procedure will aid in expediting the classroom lesson and alLow the in
structor to know where specific material is Located.
Some suggested materials
1. Paper (newsprint) papier-mache.
2 . Wallpaper paste powder











6. Soft Hair Brushes
7. Wood
8. Cotton Broadcloth






14. Colored tissue paper
15. Colored felts
16. Needles and thread
17. Yarn, wood, fur for hair
Each type of puppet has its advantages and disadvantages. Al
though the marionette has the versatility of movement, the hand puppet
can be constructed faster and has more direct contact with the puppeteer
for finer movements.
A simple glove puppet can be made by molding a lump of plasticine
into the desired puppet head configuration with a neck attached. A piece
of paper or cloth with a hoLe in it is used for the body and it is secured
to the neck with a rubber band.
Types of Hand Puppets
Sock Puppet: A sock is stretched over the arm with features
glued or sewed on. Unlimited facial movement.
Shadow Puppet: Cut out silhouettes
"act"
behind a rear Lighted
screen.
Glove Puppet: A form of glove with a rigid head attached. Worked
from below.
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Rod Puppet: Similar to a gLove puppet but they have rods
operated by the puppeteer to move arms, legs and head. Rods aLlow
for Longer arms and bodies and greater expressiveness of movement.
Marionette : Usually carved out of wood and operated on strings
by the puppeteer above the stage.
Abstract Puppets: Depict such concepts as good, evil, Love, etc.
They include only the essentials necessary to arrive at specific results.
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Each abstraction may vary according to the artist's interpretation, but
it must read well to an audience.
Puppets can be made of anything such as a piece of wire crumpLed,
tin can, rubber ball, paper cup and styrofoam balls. The possibilities are
unlimited. With modern colored papers, cloths and plastics, outstanding
solutions can be achieved with average materials around the home, school
or playground.
Genera LLy, the head of a hand puppet is the first part of the puppet
to be constructed. ALso, since the round head is the basic design, many
round heads can be made up for Later use.
Puppet Heads: Draw approximate sketch or design first.
Rubber Ball: Select desired size
1. Make hoLe Large enough for
the foreginger to be inserted up to the
second joint to keep it from slipping
over the whole finger.
2. Add features with paint or
gLue on constructed parts of paper,
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wood, plastic, etc.
3. Rubber cement the "body" to the head over the finger hole.
Cloth Head: Stockings or stuffed bags with neck tube. Paint or
glue on features. Sewing of stuffed ears, noses, etc. can also be done.
Balsa Wood Head: Easily carved but expensive for classroom use,
1. BLock must be Large enough to include the neck.
2. Lay out features on the bLock and carve with X-acto knife.
Don't forget the ears!
3. Sand off to make the rounded features of the finished puppet.
Don't sand or cut bLock away too fast -- features must be exaggerated.
Papier-Mache Head: Easy to use and the cost is very Low.
PLasticine head is modeled first. Plasticine has the advantage over clay
that it is reusable.
1. About two pounds is used for
each head with a diameter of five inches.
2. The plasticine is placed over
a





square piece of wood.
3. Rough in all features first --
then continue the rest of the head. Indi
cate eyes, nose, cheeks, jaw according
to the character being constructed.
Features that are being stressed must
be exaggerated. Don't put in great detail
for it only adds confusion.
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Wooden tools can be purchased to model clay and plasticine.
Petroleum jeLly is applied to the plasticine model before casting, for
it facilitates an easy removal of the papier-mache head.
Papier-mache Method:





of water to the bottom of a
10"
pLastic basin.
3. Sprinkle walLpaper paste powder in and stir until there is a con-
sistency and fluidity, but not Lumpy. (Follow instructions on the package. )
4. Add wet paper all over the model.
5. Add aLl other Layers of paper dipped into the paste.
6. CoLored papers aid in knowing if the under layer is completely
covered with the new one.
7. Dry in a low temperature oven with the door open or allow
each Layer to dry normaLly at room temperature.
8. Four to seven Layers are sufficient, depending on the thickness
of the paper.
9. When dry, cut the paper head from side to side in front of
the ears and extract pLasticine modd.
10. GLue head halves together and paste over the seam.
Necks: Can be cut from paper tubes (when needed) to about the
Length of the second joint of the index finger, so the tip of the finger can
over Lap the top of the tube for neck controL.
Undergarment or glove: Costume forms body.
1. Select materiaL which best represents the animaL or figure being
constructed. (Example: Frog -- slick green pLastic, rubber or silk. )
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2. Make a pattern first on tracing paper and cut out with scissors.
3. Size -- depends on the size of the operator's hand.
4. Must be comfortable for ease of operation and movement. Light
weight and cool.
5. Long enough to cover the arm to the eLbow.
6. Cotton wadding in the shouLders, chest and stomach may be
necessary for proper shape.
7. Fit gLove to finger positions before gluing on the head.
Finger Positions: UsualLy the thumb and first two fingers, but
better baLance is achieved with the thumb, first finger and Little finger. In
the case of snakes and dragons, arms and Legs are eliminated, and the
whole hand operates the mouth.
8. Attach the neck to the body with gLue and thread.
Accessories:
1. Hair: FeLt, fur, string, yarn, crepepaper.
2. Eyes: Shiny materiaLs, buttons, beads, sheLLs, paint.
3. Hands: Controlled by fingers, are best made like mittens of
cloth so that puppet can pick up props.
4. Feet: UsualLy not used on hand puppets.
AnimaLs: Four Legged animals must
have horizontal head construction.
ALl imaginable animaLs can be con
structed in the form of glove puppets.
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Body -- real fur, velvet, knitted material, burlap.
Head -- can be made of papier-mache and covered with the
same materiaL as the body.
Basic Rules of Operation
1. Make facial features simple -- Leave out detail.
2. Eyes should be average and not too outstanding -- focused to
front.
3. Mouth closed - unless for special purposes.
4. Use deep planes of the face for shadow.
5. Cast neck with the head.
Many types of constructions are available, but the basic methods
described here are the Least compLex and can be mastered by students
and teachers inexperienced in the art of puppetry.
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The visuaL stimulation section utilizing 35 mm sLides aLLows
the students to see a colored projected image on the screen for their
interpretation. The slides are organized in a basic sequence to aid
in a consistency of thought for the viewers. They are arranged in
this sequence on the back cover of the manuaL for easy previewing
by hoLding the open cover over a Lighted area.
A black and white photo on each of the foLLowing pages repre
sents each of the nine coLored sLides. This photo can aid the instructor
with his prior preparation and is directLy reLated to the ten suggested
questions below it.
These questions only Launch a discussion between the teacher
and the students; thus the students build their own stories from their
own answers. Since every individua L is unique and has his or her own
set of experiences, each contributes new materiaL to the program.
SLide 1
1. Where is this pLace?
2. What buildings are on a farm?
3. What is a silo used for?
4. What shape is the siLo?
5. How is a barn used?
6. What coLor is the barn roof?
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7. Where does the haystack come from?
8. What do peopLe do on a farm?
9. Does it look Like a nice day?
10. What coLor is the sky?
Slide 2
1. Who is in the barnyard?
2. Where did he come from?
3. What does he look like?
4. Do frogs like farms?
5. Is there water on the farm?
6. Which way is the frog Looking?
7. Why is he Looking there?
8. What is he thinking about?
9. Is the frog going to do something?
10. Do you see anyone else there?
Slide 3
1. Who is behind the frog?
2. Does the frog see him?
3. What is the mouse doing there?
4. Where is the mouse looking?
5. Where do mice Live?
6. What is the mouse wearing?
7. Is the mouse happy?
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8. Do frogs Like mice?
9. Is the frog a friend of the mouse?
10. Are they going to do something together?
SLide 4
1. Who is standing in front of the silo?
2. Was he there before?
3. Do scarecrows Live on a farm?
4. What do scarecrows do?
5. What is the scarecrow wearing?
6. What coLor is the scarecrow's hair?
7. Is he smiling?
8. Do the frog and mouse see the scarecrow?
9. Why did the scarecrow come out of the fidd?
10. Are they all friends?
SLide 5
1. Who just arrived in the barnyard?
2. Where do toucans live?
3. Where is South America?
4. Does he Live in the jungle?
5. How did he get to the farmyard?
6. Why is he there?
7. Is he a pretty bird?
8. What are the coLors in his beak?
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9. Do the other animaLs Like him?
10. Why is the scarecrow's hand raised?
SLide 6
1. What is happening?
2. What is toucan doing?
3. What does a saw do?
4. What is scarecrow using?
5 . What is a hammer for ?
6. Who is the frog taLking to?
7. Is everyone busy?
8. Is the siLo changing?
9. Why does it Look different?
10. Does the new silo have a window?
Slide 7
1. Does the silo Look different?
2. What coLor is the silo?
3. What color was the silo before?
4. What is the round part of the silo?
5. What are they going to do with it?
6. Are the animals finished working?
7. Are they excited?
8. Who is that on the Left in the picture?
9 . Who is that on the right in the picture ?
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10. Who is in the middle of the picture?
Slide 8
1. Where are the animaLs?
2. Why are they there?
3. Are they playing or working?
4. Is the silo stiLL used as a silo?
5. Are they going to Live there?
6. Is it a nice place to live?
7. Are they going somewhere?
8. Can they go in the silo?
9. Where are they going.
10. Are they saying goodbye?
SLide 9
1. What happened to the silo?
2. Is it a silo now?
3. How do you know this?
4. Where are they?
5. What is in the sky?
6. What colors are the moon and stars?
7. Are they travelling fast?
8. Do they enjoy this trip?
9. WouLd you Like to go with them?
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